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T. Beth, D. Jungnickel, and H. Lenz, Design Theory (Cambridge University 
Press, Cambridge, London, New York, New Rochelle, Melbourne, Sydney, 
1987) 688 pages. 
Chapter 1: Examples and Basic Definitions. Incidence structures and incidence matrices. Block designs 
and examples from affine and projective geometry. t-designs. Steiner systems and con&rations. 
Isomorphisms, duality, and correlations. Partitions of the block set and resolvability. Groop divisible 
incidence structures. Transversal designs and nets. Subspaces. Hadamard designs. Chapter 2: 
Combinatorial Analysis of Designs. Basics. Fisher’s inequality for pairwise balanced designs. 
Symmetric designs. Symmetric designs continued: the theorem of Bruck, Chowla, and Ryer. 
Balanced incidence structures with balanced duals. More counting: the generalisation of Fisher’s 
inequality. Extensions of designs. AfYine designs. The Hall-Connor theorem. Chpter 3: Groups and 
Designs. Introduction. Incidence morphisms. Permutation groups. Applications to incidence strut- 
tures. Examples from classical geometry. Constructions of t-designs from groups. Extensions of 
groups. Construction of f-designs from base blocks. Chapter 4: Wiff Designs and Mafhieu Groups. The 
existence of the Witt designs. The uniqueness of the small Witt designs. The little Mathieu groups. 
Properties of the large Witt design S(S, 8; 24). Some simple groups. Witt’s construction of the 
Mathieu groups and Witt designs. Hussain structures and the uniqueness of S.J3,6; 12). The 
H&man-Sims group. Chapter 5: Highly transifiue Groups. Sharply t-transitive groups. t-homogeneous 
groups. Concluding remarks: t-transitive groups. Chapter 6: Different Sets and Regular Symmetric 
Designs. Basic facts. Multipliers. Group rings. The multiplier theorem. Further results on multipliers. 
Planar and Hadamard difference sets. Some non-cyclic difference sets. Chapter 7: Difference Families. 
Definitions and notations. Base blocks and difference families. More examples. Construction of triple 
systems. Some difference families in Galois fields. Blocks with evenly distributed differences. Some 
more special block designs. Proof of Wilson’s Theorem 6.6. Chapter 8: Further Direct Consfrucfions. 
Pure and mixed differences. Applications to the construction of resolvable block designs. A difference 
construction for transversal designs. Diierence cycles. Infinite f-designs. Further constructions using 
difference cycles. The existence of t-designs for large value of it. More transversal designs. Unitals, 
ovals, and Baer subplanes. Chapter 9: Recursive constmctions. Product constructions. Use of painvise 
balanced designs. Use of groop divisible designs. Applications of Hanani’s lemmas. Block designs of 
block size three and four. Solution of Kirkman’s school girl problem. The basis of a closed set. Block 
designs with block size 5. Groop divisible designs with block size 3 and 4. Concluding remarks. 
Chapter 10: Transversal Designs and Nets Continued. A recursive construction. Transversal designs 
with A > 1. A construction of Wilson. Six and more mutually orthogonal Latin Squares. The theorem 
of Chowla, Erdiis, and Straus. The Bose-Bush bound. BN&‘s completion theorem. Maximal nets 
with large deficiency. Translation nets and maximal nets with small deficiency. Completion results for 
p > 1. Extending symmetric nets. Complete mappings and difference matrices. Tarry’s theorem. 
Chapter 11: Asymptotic Existence theory. Preliminaries. The existence of Steiner systems with u in 
given residue classes. The main theorem for Steiner systems S(2, k; u). The eventual periodic@ of 
closed sets. The main theorem for A = 1. The main theorem for A > 1. An existence theorem for 
resolvable block designs. Chapter 12: Characterisafions of Classical Designs. Projective and alfine 
spaces as linear spaces. Characterisations of projective spaces. Characterisation of afline spaces. 
Locally projective linear spaces. Good blocks. Concluding remarks. Appendix. Tables. Block designs. 
Symmetric designs. Abelian difference sets. Small Steiner systems. Series of Steiner systems. Remark 
on f-designs with t 2 3. Orthogonal Latin squares. Bibliography. Notation and Symbols. Index 
Henry Mint, Nonnegative Matrices (John Whey & Sons, New Yo 
Brisbane, Turonto, Singapore 1988) 206 pages. 
Notation and terminology. Chapter 1: Spectral Properties of Nonnegative Matrices. Linear transforma- 
tions on nonnegative matrices. Irreducible matrices. The Collatx-Wielandt function. Maximal 
eigenvalue of a nonnegative matrix. Principal submatrices of nonnegative matrices. Chapter 2: 
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Localization of the Maximal Eigenualue. Bounds for the maximal eigenvalue of a nonnegative matrix. 
Dominating nonnegative matrix, Bounds for maximal eigenvectors. Chapter 3: Primitive and 
Imprimitiue Matrices. Spectra of irreducible matrices. Primitive matrices. The Frobenius form of an 
irreducible matrix. Matrices in superdiagonal block form. Chapter 4: Structural Properties of 
Nonnegatiue Matrices. (0, 1)Matrices. Permanents. The Frobenius-Kiinig theorem. Nonnegative 
matrices and graphs. Fully indecomposable matrices. Nearly decomposable and nearly reducible 
matrices. Bounds for permanents of (0, 1)matrices. Chapter 5: Doubly Stochastic Matrices. 
Definitions and early results. Theorems of Muirhead and of Hardy, Littlewood, kind P6lya. BirkhofPs 
theorem. More abpuf doubly stochastic matrices. The van der Waerden conjecture = The Egory&v- 
Falikman theorem. Chapter 6. Other classes of Nonnegatiue Matrices. Stochaslic Matrices. Totally 
nonnegative matrices. Oscillatory matrices. M-matrices. Chapter 7: Inverse Eigenualue Problems. 
Inverse eigenvalue problems for nonnegative matrices and stochastic matrices. Inverse spectrum 
problems for nonnegative matrices. Similarity to nonnegative and doubly stochastic matrices. General 
References. Index of Symbols. Index. 
Jozsef Beck and William W.L. Chen, Irregularities of Distribution (Cambridge 
University Press, Great Britain l987) 294 pages. 
PART A: THE CLASSICAL PROBLEM. Chapter 1: Van der Corput’s conjecture. Roth’s 
formulation of the problem. Application to approximate valuation of certain functions. A question of 
Erdiis. Chapter 2: Lower bounds-Roth’s method. Roth’s orthogonal function method. Hal&z’s 
variation of Roth’s method. Application to approximate evaluation of certain functions. An 
application of Hal&x’s method. Chapter 3: Upper bountls. Davenport’s theorem and Roth’s variation. 
Halton’s theorem. Faure’s theorem. Roth’s probabilistic method. An inductive argument using Roth’s 
probabilistic method. A variation of Roth’s probabilistic method. Chapter 4: Lower bounds-a 
combinatorial method of Schmidt. The key inequality. The problem of van Aardenne-Ehrenfest and a 
question of Erdiis. The scarcity of intervals with bounded error. A variation of the method and 
application to a problem of Erdiis in diophantine approximation. PART B: GENERALIZATION 
OF THE CLASSICAL PROBLEM. Chapter 5: Schmidt’s work. An illustration of the method of 
integral equations. Balls in the unit torus. Solving the integral equations. Chapter 6: A Fourier 
transform approach. Demonstration of the method on two examples. Balls contained in the unit 
cube-a ‘truncation’ technique. Similar convex sets. Chapter 7: Further applications of the Fourier 
transform method. Homothetic convex sets. Congruent sets. Roth’s conjecture on disc-segments. 
Spherical caps and a geometric application. Chapter 8: More upper bounds. A probabilistic method. A 
hypergraph 2-colouring approach. Applications of the combinatorial lemmas. PART C: MORE 
PROBLEMS! Chapter 9: MisceBaneous questions. Arithmetic progressions. Unsolved problems on 
point distributions. 
Surveys in Combinatorics 1987, Edited by C. Whitehead (Cambridge University 
Press, Great Britain l987) 226 pages. 
Barlotti, A. Finite geometries and designs. Cameron, P.J. Portrait of a typical sum-free set. Chutital, 
V. Perfect graphs. Era%, P. My joint work with Richard Rado. Frankl, P. The shifting technique in 
extremal set theory. Graham, R. L. & Rodl, V. Numbers in Ramsey theory. Mimer, E.C. & Prikry, 
K. Almost disjoint sets. Thomason, A. Random graphs, stror;&y regular graphs and pseudo-random 
graphs. Winkfer, P. The metric structure of graphs: theory and applications. 
